Russia to Provide 10,000 Kalashnikovs to Afghanistan Next Month

KARAL - The Russian Federation has promised 10,000 Kalashnikovs AK-47 to Kabul for supporting Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) in their fight against terrorism. Panji Hadi Mushaymun, speaker of Wolesi Jirga (Upper House of the Parliament) has said that the resources are expected to arrive in Kabul in next 20 days. "Luckily, I would say Russia's expression towards Afghanistan, won higher than before," Mushaymun said. Kalashnikovs have been approved which would be handled over to the interior ministry in next 20 days, Mushaymun told Radio Free Europe (Azadi Radio). He said that Rus- sians..."More on Pnl.39

Afghanistan Achieves WTO Memberships

KARAL - Spokesmen of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoC), Mirwais Ghafoor, on Saturday said that Afghanistan will get the memberships of the World Trade Organization (WTO) at the end of 2013. They have stated that by having the following membership, positive changes will appear in Afghanistan's business prospects. Afghanistan has been trying to have the WTO membership since 2009 formally. They have been capable to meet in goal..."More on Pnl.40

Afghanistan, Pakistan Decide to Boost Trade with Fresh Agreement

KARAL - A meeting of Afghan and Pakistani officials have decided to negotiate the Afghanistan-Pakistan Trade Agreement (APTA) after the lapse of five years as the APTA was previously signed between both sides in Washington on October 2015. On the demand of Kabul, both sides declared that the fresh negotiation on trade agreement would be held during the upcoming meeting of Afghanistan-Pakistan Trade Coordination Authority (APTA) scheduled to be held in Kabul in March 2016. However, both the countries remained stuck up to their traditional excuse for provid- ing access to each other's market to South Asia and Central Asia as Islamabad refused to allow an entry through the Wagah border up to India while Kabul remained reluctant to provide access to the Central Asian Republics (CARs) via Afghanistan. According to the min- utes..."More on Pnl.45

Karim Karimi

Foreign Plots Can not Harm Afghan Unity

KARAL - Former president Hamid Karzai on Saturday said that those intending to cause divisions within the people of Afghanistan will not succeed and that the uni- on will not be influenced by foreign plans. Speaking at a gathering con- commemorating the club of prominent Pakistani politi- cians Asif Khan who toured the country in the last few months, Karzai reiterated the call to Pakistan politicians and political parties to take practical steps in bolstering stable peace and tranquility in the region. The event was also attend- ed by some visiting Afghan politi- cians where they called for the alleviation of dire- ctions challenges facing the region. In his speech, Pakistani poli- ticians referred to the historic relations binding the people on both..."More on Pnl.20

Members of Wolesi Jirga

Officials Involved in Smart City Contract Should be Suspended

KAUL - A number of Wolesi Jirga Members have in- stated that all Governmental officials involved in the pro- cessing of the smart city residential place contract should be suspended. They have stated that there are key Governmental officials comparing to President legal advisor to lose their jobs due to involvements in the procuring of illegal smart city. Dual citizens were made on the President side pursuing the case of the smart city residential place, the con- tract was signed by one of the Kabul bank directors Khalidullah Feroz. MP Abdul Quoto Safadi said, "there are some other key Governmental workers that should lose their posts, not only president’s advice, the following case should be pursued importantly." On the day of the signing the contract on smart city presidential place Kabul bank director Khalidullah Feroz. President legal advisor, speci- al envoy of the president in good governance and President economy advisor and Minister of Urban and devel- opment were present, among them only the president legal advisor has been suspended from his job. Zainab Safi said the civil soci- ety advisor said, "we demand participation of the following one should be referred as soon as possible. President Ghani in his first days of activities has asked a contributor to launch an investigation on Kabul bank case, gradually Khalidullah Feroz has been put to jail for ten years, but after some months Feroz was set free to build a residential house in Kabul city, which explicitly breached the concerns of the Nation, in the long run the..."More on Pnl.01.

Quote of the Day

Imagination is more important than knowledge...
Albert Einstein
US (German-born) physicist (1879 - 1955)
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7 Pakistani Militants Detained in Nangarhar

KARAL - A deadly clash between a Pakistani and Afghan army patrol in Nangarhar province resulted in the killing of seven Pakistani soldiers and theicolpation of seven Afghan tunes. The incident took place near the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan.

At least three Afghan soldiers were killed and several others were injured in the clash.

Kabul Blast Leaves 10 Dead

KARAL - A bomb believed to be an improvised explosive device (IED) blast in the Shahr-e-Naw area of Kabul killed at least 10 people and wounded several more. The attack took place in the early hours of the morning.

The shrine of a famous Sufi saint was the target of the attack. Security forces are on high alert in the area following the incident.

Four Afghans Among Six Children Drown as Boat Sinks Off Turkish Coast

KARAL - At least four Afghans were among six children who died when a boat sank off the Turkish coast on Wednesday. The accident occurred when the boat was carrying 20 refugees, mostly from Afghanistan, to the Greek island of Kos.

The incident highlights the dangerous conditions faced by migrants attempting to cross the Aegean Sea.

Child Suicide Bomber Surrenders to Farah Police

KARAL - A 15-year-old Afghan boy named Zabihullah has surrendered to Farah police after he allegedly carried out a suicide bombing in the city.

The teenager handed himself in to the authorities and admitted to the attack.

The incident is the latest in a series of suicide attacks in the region.

Outlook Horizon

You think you’re being sensitive to other people, but you’re probably just looking for signs of weakness in them. Instead of just assuming that everyone else has goals and desires just like you, take the time to ask them what they actually want. Keep in mind that people can only be good as they try to convince you to change their minds.

Career (May 22 - June 21)

Making your emotions stronger than it looks, especially while the current Moon is in your career sector, can make you more resilient. People may try to manipulate even, or maybe someone may try to take advantage of you today. However, you will be able to navigate these challenges and remain strong.

Cancer (June 22 - July 22)

Your financial situation may improve today because your perspective on money seems to have been overly optimistic. But don’t overreact in the current market by buying hot stocks or making hasty decisions. Take careful consideration before you act.

Leo (August 23 - September 22)

You’re most likely operating under an emotional weight, which might make you feel Restrained or constricted. No, you might feel frustrated as you go about your day to day. In such a situation, it’s important to maintain your sense of humor and not allow your emotions to get the best of you.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)

You are often the person that everyone runs to for advice because they perceive you as seeing the future through a different and practical lens. You are exceptionally clear about what is worth pursuing today. Fantasy or a dream world can lead you to great success sometimes, but when you know what you want, you can put yourself in a position of control.

Cancers (June 21 - July 22)

You may make some emotional or physical mistakes today because the current Moon in your career sector seems to have been overly optimistic. But don’t overreact in the current market by buying hot stocks or making hasty decisions. Take careful consideration before you act.

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21)

Your interest in learning new ideas now might make you feel restricted in your thoughts. But don’t let your ideas get the best of you. You can get along with the current Moon in your career sector.

Libras (Sept 23 - Oct 22)

You are more likely to be operating under an emotional weight, which might make you feel Restrained or constricted. No, you might feel frustrated as you go about your day to day. In such a situation, it’s important to maintain your sense of humor and not allow your emotions to get the best of you.

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19)

You are often the person that everyone runs to for advice because they perceive you as seeing the future through a different and practical lens. You are exceptionally clear about what is worth pursuing today. Fantasy or a dream world can lead you to great success sometimes, but when you know what you want, you can put yourself in a position of control.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)

You are often the person that everyone runs to for advice because they perceive you as seeing the future through a different and practical lens. You are exceptionally clear about what is worth pursuing today. Fantasy or a dream world can lead you to great success sometimes, but when you know what you want, you can put yourself in a position of control.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Your financial situation may improve today because your perspective on money seems to have been overly optimistic. But don’t overreact in the current market by buying hot stocks or making hasty decisions. Take careful consideration before you act.

Cancers (June 21 - July 22)

You may make some emotional or physical mistakes today because the current Moon in your career sector seems to have been overly optimistic. But don’t overreact in the current market by buying hot stocks or making hasty decisions. Take careful consideration before you act.

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21)

Your interest in learning new ideas now might make you feel restricted in your thoughts. But don’t let your ideas get the best of you. You can get along with the current Moon in your career sector.
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Corruption Dowling Economic Backbone

Afganistans suffers from the most of the inflows of illicit funds. Almost four decades of war has started nothing except few, counties altogether, and the war tax is the worst one. Its a......—en, and economic infrastructures completely, and dignified Afghanistan, involved, in corruption, no significant program has been made after defined.

International efforts to notice Afghanistan’s corruption are the most significant of people, and creates great job opportunities provided that the menace of corruption completely depletes the rate of progress is minimized. The most prior reason behind the failure to stop the backbone of Afghanistan economy is the serious security problems and deep...

Reportedly, Taliban regime the United States dispensared $51 billion, including some $10 billion in aid at rebuilding one of the poorest counties on earth. Undoubtedly, Afghanistan’s economy is the worst hit by consecutive quacks of corruption. Unfortunately, Afghanistan corruption element not are left alone; there are major EU organizations which are alleged embroiled fund out laid to the war torn country. It is conti...

The Financial Task Force led by General of Afghanistan Economists (FSCG) John Sopko, saying U.S. government is presently for blaming the military heads. His finding broadens, corruption in Afghanistan is the major challenge facing the United States its non-reconstructed economies. The international community is then releasing more than the 200 million Afghans by 2010. He also said that even as government is delivering, the war continues.

On the other side, the Taliban’s power, which has been challenged, and has been unable to stop the spreading of the war and the training and intimidation that has bordered the Hayat power to rebuild the country. The report Sopko has identified some $20 billion fraud projec...

Including a compromised natural gas filling station in Afghanistan’s north worth coming to build without assessing the world. Indeed a fundable worthwhile of $10 million was built in the main Mazar Corps base in Afghanistan at no cost. Other programs have stalled without almost fraud. Earlier, Sopko revealed that one country and three former U.S. soldiers had been sentenced to four to eight years in prison in a North Carolina court to their involvement in bribery scheme in southern Kandahar province that resulted in the theft of more than $10 million from the U.S. government.

Since terrorists control all the mentioned fallen, they are wide ly involved in various cars and hence to be prosecuted by ICC. The international community must understand the importance of these issues and to take necessary steps to ensure the execution of international laws, and to that end, the international community should properly prosecute them for committing international crimes.
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in 2015, the government of Pakistan signed a peace agreement with the Taliban. However, the peace process has been fraught with challenges and setbacks. In recent years, Pakistan has seen a rise in terrorism and violence in the country. The Taliban, a militant group that has been active in Pakistan, has been involved in numerous attacks and is considered a threat to national security.

Pakistan has been under pressure to crack down on terrorist groups and improve its security situation. The government has announced a war on terror and has taken some steps to address the issue. However, the situation remains complex and requires a sustained effort from all stakeholders.

In conclusion, the situation in Pakistan is highly complex and requires a comprehensive approach to address the root causes of terrorism and extremism. The government and international community need to work together to achieve lasting peace and stability in the region.
"Enough is Enough" on Guns: Oman

VALETTA - The government of Tunisia said on Saturday that it would hold a terrorist attack in Paris as a response to the latest wave of attacks in the European Union, saying that the country would not be intimidated by such attacks. The government also called on all EU countries to take a stand against climate change.


Ashabat - The ministry of Finance and Industry in Indonesia has announced that it will give a tax break to the country's largest coal power plant, the Suralaya plant, in order to reduce its carbon emissions. The tax break will be effective for the next five years, and will be targeted at reducing the coal plant's reliance on imported coal and increasing the use of peat as a fuel source.


The government of Turkmenistan has announced that it will build a new coal power plant, the Suralaya plant, in order to meet the country's growing energy demand. The government said that the new plant, which will have a capacity of 2,000 megawatts, will be completed by 2023. The government also said that it will invest in the development of the country's coal resources. The announcement comes after the government announced that it would build a new coal power plant in the country's north.


Czech President Milos Zeman has called for an end to the use of coal in the country's energy mix. The government has announced that it will phase out coal-fired power plants by 2030, and Zeman said that he would support this decision. The government has also announced that it will invest in renewable energy sources, including wind and solar, and that it will phase out nuclear power by 2030.


The government of Turkmenistan has announced that it will increase the country's coal production by 30% in the next five years, in order to meet the growing demand for coal in the country and to reduce its reliance on imported coal. The government has also announced that it will invest in the development of the country's coal resources.
NATO Seeking to Reconcile Death Totals in Kunduz Attack

WASHINGTON - Nearly two months after a U.S. warplane mistakenly attacked a hospital in northern Afghanistan, officials said Friday it remains unclear how many civilians were killed. In releasing a two-page summary of an international investigation that was intended to assess civilian casualties from the Oct. 3 attack in Kunduz, NATO said efforts are still under way to reconcile reports that put the death total at either 36 or 11.

A separate U.S. military investigation has been completed to more fully sort out what went wrong and to establish the basis for possible disciplinary action against the U.S. personnel involved.

That investigation concluded that the crew of the AC-130 gunship that conducted the attack did not know the target was a hospital, but that a combination of human error, technical failures and other mistakes led to the tragedy.

The U.S. investigation report has not been released publicly, but the top U.S. commander in Afghanistan, Gen. John Campbell, said Wednesday it found that 36 civilians had died. Campbell offered his condolences to the victims or to what he called a "magic but avoidable accident caused primarily by human error."

The international investigation, officially called a Civilian Casualty Assessment Team, or CCAT, said it found evidence that 31 civilians had died at the hospital's site by Doctors Without Borders, also known by its French initials MSF. The team was led by an American civilian general and was comprised of NATO and Afghan government representatives.

The summary of the CCAT report was released Friday by the top NATO commander in Europe, U.S. Gen. Philip M. Breedlove.

Tajikistan Closes Borders for Badakhshan Residents

KARLIX - In move to escape U.S. warzone, residents of northern Afghanistans Buddish mountains living along the border with Tajikistan have had their borders cross-border actions stopped.

Dornan, Bishkik and Murgham districts all share a border with Tajikistan and residents from these areas have until now crossed freely in order to do their business.

NDS Discovers Terrorist Hub, Arrests 3 Terrorists in Zabul

KABUL - The National Directorate of Security (NDS) said Thursday it had arrested three terrorists in southern Zabul province.

Over 100 Foreign Troops Deployed in Kunduz

KABUL - Afghan security forces have deployed to the capital city and other parts of the eastern province in the past week, in a bid to strengthen security in the province. Kunduz police chief Atulal Habib Sayed Khel said the Afghan forces have been deployed after a two-year break. This will help Afghan security forces maintain law

in order to protect citizens. The Afghan troops are supported by the Afghan National Army and the U.S.-led coalition.

A number of Afghan provincial council said the foreign troops will play a vital role in maintaining security in the province and that they should prioritize the fight against insurgencies. Residents of Kunduz called on the foreign troops to work closely with Afghan security forces in order to prevent civilian casualties in the province. The Afghan National police and the Security Forces have acknowledged the security responsibility for the country since December last year. Foreign troops, under the NATO-led International Security Assistance Force, will be in the province for another two years.

The international investigation, officially called a Civilian Casualty Assessment Team (CCAT), said it found evidence that 31 civilians had died at the hospital's site by Doctors Without Borders, also known by its French initials MSF. The team was led by an American civilian general and was comprised of NATO and Afghan government representatives.

The summary of the CCAT report was released Friday by the top NATO commander in Europe, U.S. Gen. Philip M. Breedlove.